
With the global impact of the COVID 19 crisis,
Perfect Solutions is one of many businesses
fighting for survival during uncertain times. Being
a young dynamic entrepreneurial company,
Perfect Solutions believes that the light at the end
of the tunnel will always prevail. 
 
Perfect Solutions Investment Holdings was
founded by a black African at the tender age of 19
who grew the business to boast a portfolio of well-
known global brands and businesses throughout
Africa for over a decade. The company’s
foundational pillars include youth empowerment
and development, scaling SMME’s, driving
entrepreneurship and driving brands, businesses
and people. 
 
Perfect Solutions is launching the
#PSPerfectSummerVibe campaign to inspire
others to bring out that inner summer feeling even
during trying times. Download the Perfect
Solutions Summer Anthem to feel the ‘perfect
summer’ vibe. 
 
The #PSPerfectSummerVibe campaign is a
series of challenges that will erupt creativity to
express that inner Summer feeling that is not
bound by time and place. A share of R20 000 in
incredible prizes are up for grabs.

The #PSPerfectSummerVibe was created to
have that magical touch of Summer and to see,
feel, taste, hear and share with your followers by
sharing your ‘perfect
summer VIBE’.

Facebook: Perfectsol/PSinvestmentholdings
Twitter: @Perfectsol/@PSinvestmentholdings
Instagram: @Perfectsol/@PSinvestmentholdings

For media queries please contact Shaun
Balie 021 797 3858/065 811 3774

 

 Join some of the hottest and leading influencers in
showing off their summer vibes with the campaign.
 
The campaign will include six challenges designed
to get the creative juices flowing. Whether you
indoors or outdoors, with or without your friends or
family, you are encouraged to BRING that positive
“VIBE” that comes from with-in. Be generous and
share the positive “VIBES” with people around you.
Share and upload your entries to stand a chance to
win. 
 
JOIN #PSPERFECTSUMMERVIBE running from 1st
of February - 15th of April and encourage friends,
family, colleagues and your network to feel the
#PSPERFECTSUMMERVIBE within. Enter at least
four of the six challenges to be automatically
entered into the draw for our grand final prize of
R10, 000.00.
 
Download the #PSPERFECTSUMMERVIBE Anthem
Now on Apple Music, Spotify, Soundcloud or Deezer
by searching “Perfect Solutions Summer Anthem”.
1st 100 downloads receives instant prizes.
 
Check Perfect Solutions Digital Media Channels for
more information on the challenges. Terms and
conditions apply.

#PSPERFECTSUMMERVIBES 


